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SUBMISSIONS

1. In accordance with the "Order To The First Accused To Re-File Summaries of
Witness Testimonies"] dated 2nd March, 2006, the Norman Defence hereby re
files the expanded summaries of their proposed 77 witnesses, save the eight
witnesses who have already been heard by The Chamber as Annex A

2. The expanded summaries include detailed summaries of incidents and/ or events
which the witness will be called upon to testify, location and date where available of
the alleged incidents and/ or events, position and role of a witness in relation to
the crimes which form part of the indictment.

3. Court Appointed Counsel are reviewing the list with the intention to reduce the
list of witnesses, if necessary, bearing in mind the considerations of avoiding
repetitious evidence and calling an excessive number of witnesses to prove the same
fact or calling witnesses in relation to the crimes and events which do not form part
of the indictment or are outside the time frame of the indictment.

Done in Freetown this 14th day of March 2006

lJr BU~ [alibi,\~uj~_r ~d Counsel

I Order to the First Accused to re-file summaries of witness testimonies[ SCSL-04-14-T-566]

SCSL-04-14-T-566



ANNEXA
RE-FILED SUMMARIES OF THE FIRST ACCUSED AS PER "ORDER TO THE FIRST ACCUSED TO RE-FILE SUMMARIES TO WITNESS

TESTIMONIES"

Name of Witness Summary of testimony Reference to key points Estimated Time Intended mode &
in indictment testimony Language of

Testimony
I. H. E. Alhaji Dr. Ahmad - Status of witness within the State apparatus and in Paragraphs 4, 6, 10,13, 10 hours In person ( English)
Tejan Kabbah (President relation to the national army and military structure 14,15,18, 19,20,21
of the Republic of Sierra - Mobilization of the CDF as a defending force to
Leone) restore democracy;

- The military and political modus operandi of the
SLPP government in exile.
- Establishment, organization, logistical support and
promotion of the CDF
- Responsibility for implementing policy and strategy
for prosecuting the war.
- How witness visited the Kamajors at Lungi Airport
to plan the strategy for the war together with some of
the Ministers
- About arms and ammunition from Sandline
International and the instructions given to Gen Khobe
on how the arms should be used
- About the letter from the office of the President to
"set up a committee to handle all policy matters
relating to the National militia/CDF" to be chaired by
the Vice President with some ministers as members
and how the President nominated specific persons as
Regional Representative and that command in the
execution of what to do in each region were in the
hands of the Regional Representatives.
- About the meeting held in Conakry by the president,
ministers and some Kamajors on how to unseat the
AFRC regime.

2. Dr. Albert Joe Edward - Joint Ecomog and CDF role in defending Sierra Paragraphs 4,6,10,13,14, 10 hours In person (English)
Demby (Former Vice Leone and in particular the role of the CDF in the 15,18,19,20,21
President of Sierra Loene) January 1999 invasion of Freetown;
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(testified) - Role as the representative of the government in exile
in Sierra Leone and as conduit of information
between the government in exile and the CDF;
- Logistical and other support networks to the CDF;
- Recognition of the contribution of the CDF to
democracy in Sierra Leone after the signing of the
Lorna Peace Accords.
- How Norman was sent to Sierra Leone Liberia
border to help organize the Kamajor resistance as the
only defence mechanism left with the SLPP
government after the soldiers had staged the coup.
- How witness and other ministers would advise the
Kamajors and General Khobe on the strategy ofthe
war.
- How President Kabbah flew from Guinea to Lungi
Airport and met with the Kamajors, addressed them
and toured the Lungi area and flew back to Guinea
- About the arms and Ammunition from Sandline
International which were shown to witness by Gen.
Khobe and how Gen. Khobe consulted witness on the
progress and strategy of the war.
- How after the interregnum Gen. Khobe was
appointed Chief of Defence Staff and was responsible
for all defence and military matters as chief of
Defence staff which included the ECOMOG and
CDF, including the supply of defence
equipment/supplies, logistics and general welfare of
the fighting forces
- How witness received a letter from the office of the
President to "set up a committee to handle all policy
matters relating to the National militialCDF" to be
chaired by witness with some ministers as members
and how the President nominated specific persons as
Regional Representative and that command in the
execution of what to do in each region were in the
hands of the Regional Representatives.
- How the War Council was formed and how it
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assigned certain functions to certain individuals and
how it was subsequently abolished.
-How complaints were investigated and what
happened to captured soldiers/rebels

3. Peter Penfold (former - Role of the international community in supporting Paragraphs 4,13,14,15, 3 hours In person ( English)
British High the CDF in restoring democracy in Sierra Leone; 18, 19
Commissioner to Sierra logistical support from the international community,
Leone)(testified) supply of arms and ammunition from Sandline

International.
- Support to the CDF from international bodies based
in Sierra Leone during the period October 1997 -
December 1999.
- Negotiations between the government and the
international community.

4. John Hirsch (Former - Role of the international community in supporting Paragraphs 4, 13, 14, 15, 3 hours In person (English)
American Ambassador to the CDF in restoring democracy in Sierra Leone; 18, 19
Sierra Leone) - Lack ofajoint criminal enterprise within the CDF;

- Recounting of working relationship with Hinga
Norman in the time period prior to October 1997.

5. Berhanu Dinka (Former - Role of the international community in supporting Paragraphs 4,13,14, 15, 5 hours In person (English)
UNDP Representative in the CDF in restoring democracy in Sierra Leone; 18, 19
Sierra Leone) - View from within the United Nations as to the role

of the CDF in the conflict
6. General Abdu One - Joint Ecomog and CDF role in defending Sierra Paragraphs 13, 15,23,24, 5 hours In person (English)
Mohamed (Nigerian Leone with particular reference to key geographic 25(counts 1-2), 26(counts
Army, Ecomog) areas including Bo, Tongo Field, Kenema, Moyamba 3-4),27 (count 5)

and Bonthe;
- Role of Ecomog as a principal force in controlling,
supporting, and providing logistical support to the
CDF.
- How the CDF was under the command of Ecomog
-How troops were assembled after the coup of May
1997 with support weapons, vehicles, food, POL and
other logistic necessities ready for Freetown using the
troop carrier NNS AMBE
-Nigerian contingent under Ecomog collaborated with
the CDF in the following areas:
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l-operationally especially in the Bo-Kenema axis
2-Nigerian contingent supplied arms and ammunition,
fuel, food stuff and cash in hard currency
3-sharing intelligence
4-Provision of medical facilities

7. Gen. Victor Malu - Joint Ecomog and CDF role in defending Sierra Paragraphs 13, 15, 18, 19, 5 hours In person (English)
(Nigerian Army, Ecomog) Leone after the May 25th 1997 coup d'etat. 20,23, 24, 25(counts 1-2),

- Role of Ecomog as a principal force in supporting, 26(counts 3-4), 27(count
and providing logistical support to the CDF. 5)
-Negotiations between Sierra Leone and Nigerian
government to removed the juntas from power and
reinstate the democratically elected government.

8. Gen. David Richards - Role of the international community in supporting Paragraphs 13, 15, 18, 19, 5 hours In person (English)
(British Army)(testified) the CDF in restoring democracy in Sierra Leone; 20,

- Coordination between the CDF and the British
Army
- Training provided by the British Army to the CDF.

9. Major General - Role of the international community in supporting Paragraphs 13, 15, 18, 19, 3 hours In person ( English)
Jonathon Riley (British the CDF in restoring democracy in Sierra Leone; 20,
Army) - Coordination between the CDF and the British

Army.
10. M. S. Dumbuya - Witness joined the CDF and in the process trained Paragraphs 13, 15, 18, 19, 3 hours In person ( English)
(General Battalion some volunteers to defend his people from the 20,23,24, 25(counts 1-2),
Commander CDF, Northern part of Sierra Leone 26(counts 3-4, 27(count
Northern Region) -Witness was commanding the CDF in the North 5),29

under the supervision of Ecomog to complement their
effort and equally liaised between military personnel
ofEcomog and the CDF
-As a pro-government force, witness knows that they
were getting logistics support of arms and
ammunition partly from Ecomog, government of
Sierra Leone and partly from the enemy
-How the CDF was given basic military training in
order for them to be able to fight alongside Ecomog
-Witness said he never trained children
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-Witness said sometimes they retrieved some children
from rebel camps, and brought them to a place of
safety and later handed them over to Ecomog

11. ChiefM. T. Collier - testimony as to his role as the host of the CDF in his Paragraphs 13, 15, 17, 18, 5 hours In person ( Mende)
(CDF Host, Talia chiefdom; 24b" 25b(counts 1-2),
Yawbekow-Base - testimony as to events that took place in Base Zero 26b(counts 3-4),27(count
Zero)(testified) during the relevant time frame in the indictment; 5),28(6-7), 29(count 8)

- knowledge as to the activities ofthe Death Squad.
- testimony as to the powers of the War Council in
appointments, directing and strategizing the war
- How arms and ammunition was acquired by the
Kamajors.

12. Osman Vandi alias - Former CDF battalion commander will testify about Paragraphs 13, 15,18, 19, 5 hours In person ( Mende)
Vanjawai (Kamajor capture ofTalia; 23, 24c, 25d(counts 1-2),
Battalion - actions of soldiers/rebels in Bo prior to arrival of the 26b(counts 3-4), 27(count
Commander)(testified) CDF; 5), 28(counts 6-7)

- Joint CDF/Ecomog role in defending Bo;
- Role of the President and government in exile
during the conflict in directing actions of the CDF.
-The meeting of President Kabbah with the Kamajor
commanders at Lungi Airport to plan how to attack
the rebels/soldiers all over the country on a particular
day.
-How President Kabbah thanked the Kamjors in Bo
and others towns.
-The powers of the war Council and the alleged
killing of an woman called Jeneba and one Joe Juna
Betty by Vanjawai's boys.

13. Arthur Koroma - Logistical support of arms and ammunitions, food Paragraphs 13, 14, 18, 19, 6 hours In person (English)

(former District and basic necessities to the CDF; 20,21,23, 24b,

Administrator CDF
- Command structure of the CDF; 25b(counts 1-2),
- Administrative structure of the CDF.

Kenema) - Alleged killings by the Kamajors in Kenema
-About President Kabbah's visit to Lungi to strategize
the war and the welfare of the Kamajors
-How witness was appointed spokes person ofthe
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delegation to attend the peace talks with the rebels
-How General Khobe visited Base Zero several times
to hold talks with officials there.
-How Kamajors were placed under the command and
control of Ecomog while fighting along side with
them.
-How captured rebels/soldiers were handed to
Ecomog
-How witness told the people of Kenema in a meeting
after the take over that law and order must prevail.
-How police officers were told to go back to work
and some of them surrendered to Ecomog.
-How Kamajors seized a police van from the juntas
which was used by the Kamajors.
-How the fleeing juntas looted many shops during
"operation pay yourself' and cocoa shops that were
sealed off by Ecomog
-How Kamajors were disciplined when they
misbehaved.
-How allegations of looting were investigated by the
CDF
-How the Kamajors at times refused to go to the war
front or abandoned it because it was voluntary and
organized at chiefdom level
-How the CDF was decentralized and this acted as a
resistance to the rebels.

14. BJK Sei (former Paragraphs 3, 14, 15, 24a, 5 hours In person (Mende)

kamajor battalion - Will testify about attack on Tongo and advance 25a(counts 1-2), 26a,

commander
notice given to civilians to leave before the any 26b(counts 3-4) 27(count
attack; 5), 28(counts 6-7)
- testimony on the nature ofthe relationship between
the Kamajors and civilians in Tongo;
- Aftermath of the attack on Tongo.
- How captured soldiers/rebels were treated by the
Kamajors.
- Discipline of the Kamajors
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-How rebels were looting and burning their houses
and how they were chased out of Tongo and Panguma
by the rebels and soldiers
-How the rebels and soldiers were killing innocent
civilians and how they decided to regroup to fight
back and attack Tongo
-How warning messages were sent to civilians before
the attack on Tongo
-How their intention of fighting was to save life and
property
-As battalion commander of Tongo witness was not
present when Tongo was captured and it took about
eight days to go to Tongo after it was captured.
-Witness did not receive any complaints upon arrival
at Tonga of innocent killings, looting and burnings
-What happened with those alleged to have
collaborated with the rebels.

15.Shaka Lahai - former CDF commander will testify about the attack Paragraphs 13, 14, 15, 19, 5 hours In person (Mende)

(former kamajor on Tongo, and the supply of arms and ammunition 24a, 25a(counts 1-2),

commander)
and food from Ecomog and government in exile; 26a(counts 3-4), 27(count
- Attacks by soldiers in Tongo on civilians suspected 5),28 (counts 6-7)
of associating with Kamajors and how civilians were
killed in that respect.
- How the Kamajors sent warning messages before
attacking Tongo
-How the Kamajors received training from Ecomog
and ex-service men
-How when Tonga was attacked, the retreating junta
forces were moving from house to house killing
civilians especially those suspected of having
dealings with the Kamajors
-How houses of such suspects were burnt and looted
by the rebels and soldiers

16. Keikula Amara - Former CDF commander in Tongo/Bumpeh will Paragraphs 24a, 5 hours In person (Mende)

alias Kamabotie testify to attacks on Tongo, Dodo, and Talama; 25a(counts 1-2),

(former kamajor
- Treatment of captured rebels and civilians by 26a(counts 3-4), 27(count
Kamajors; 5),28 (counts 6-7)
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commander) - Killings of civilians by junta troops
-How the soldiers/rebels were burning and looting
and refutations of the alleged killings by witness
Fatmata Kamara and one Dr. Blood
-How the Kamajors liberated one hundred and
seventy people the junta held at the check point to
Tongo to be used as human shield.
-How the rebels killed people suspected of having
relationship with the Kamajors

17. Baggie Walters - former CDF commander to testify about the attack Paragraphs 24a, 3 hours In person ( Mende)

(former kamajor on Tongo, the killing of civilians by soldiers, how 25a(counts 1-2),

commander)
Kamajors behaved in Tongo, and the UNAMSIL 26a(counts 3-4), 27(count
bombing on Tongo. 5), 28(counts 6-7)
-How several houses were burnt by the rebels in
Tongo.
-That the intention of the Kamajors was to protect life
and property

18. Mohamed Sieraju- -Deputy Chiefdom Commander in Koribundo Paragraphs 23, 24c, 5 hours In person (Mende)

Deen Rogers (former who led four of the attacks on Koribundo will 25d( counts 1-2),

Deputy battalion
testify about initiation, 26b(counts 3-4), 27(count
-February 1998 attack and the meeting with 5), 28(counts 6-7)

commander) Hinga Norman alleged to have occurred in early
March 1998
-About the burning and looting alleged in
Koribondo by the Kamajors

19. Mustapha Koroma - Former CDF commander will testify how Kamajors Paragraphs 6,13,15,19, 3 hours In person ( Mende)

(kamajor commander) were recruited; 23, 24c, 24f, 25d,
- his appointment by the War Council 25g(counts 1-2),
- receiving of arms and ammunitions from Ecomog 26b(counts 3-4), 27((count
and through the war council; 5), 28(count 6-7)
- testimony as to the attack on Bo and the joint
Ecomog / CDF operation
-How some houses were set ablaze by the rebels with
people inside and in others people were locked up at
Fanima.
-Witness was one of those charged with putting off
the fire
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-How situation reports were given to chiefs and elders
-How civilians were terrorized by the juntas by
shooting sporadically while people were running
helter-skelter
-How the rebels sent a civilian with a human head to
give to the Kamajors
-How a human being was disemboweled and used as
a check point.
-Witness will explain why Norman took the
ammunition key from him.
-Witness will testify how the President requested for
a helicopter after the May 25 coup saying he is tired
and would want to leave
-How witness was severely beaten when he was
captured by the rebels on his way to Bo
-Witness attended a meeting in Talia with a lot of
Ecomog Generals and Commanders with Chief
Norman, paramount chiefs and senior citizens
-During the meeting it was agreed that the Kamajors
should fight alongside Ecomog
-Witness had eight chiefdoms under his control as a
battalion commander.
-The effort made in Bo to protect civilians during the
cross firing in Bo.
-How witness was shot and wounded and seven of his
boys killed
-How the rebels burnt various places one of which
was Sugar Bull
-How when the juntas were chased, the civilians
wanted to revenge by destroying their houses but this
was prevented even though some places were still
destroyed or vandalized
-How Alhaji Daramy Rogers was coordinating
between CDF and Ecomog in Bo.
-How they wrote a petition against Daramy Rogers
because he was not providing them with enough rice
and his son was a rebel
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20. Kenneth Koker - CDF general battalion commander will testify on Paragraphs 13, IS, 18 3 hours In person (Mende)

(general Battalion the CDF supply chain as to how they got arms and

commander)(testified)
ammunition and other basic necessities from the
government in exile in Guinea.

21. Mama Munda - Former CDF initiator will testify as to the initiation Paragraphs 6, 8 3 hours In person ( Mende)

Fortune (kamajor process and the rules that were to be obeyed and who

initiator) was eligible for initiation
-Immunization of children
- The consequences of not respecting or keeping the
laws of the Kamajors

22. Dixon S. Kosia - Deputy Battalion Commander in the CDF who will Paragraphs 13, 15,23, 2 hours In person ( Mende)

(deputy battalion testify about the events in Koribundo and the town 24c, 25d(counts 1-2),

commander)
meetings that were attended by Hinga Norman. 26b(counts 3-4), 27(count
- The alleged burning and looting in Koribondo and 5), 28(counts 6-7)
what happened to captured rebels/soldiers.
-How the War Council provided the necessary
logistics up to the end of 1997
-How a Toyota Landcruiser belonging to MSF was
captured from the rebels.
-How the captured soldiers in Koribondo and their
wives were handed to Ecomog
-How they were instructed not to shoot if they see a
few soldiers in the midst of civilians
-Witness will testify how during the last attack on
Koribondo there was no civilian casualty but they met
some houses on fire.
-How Norman visited Koribondo and thanked them
for dislodging the soldiers and thanked the elders for
their cooperation. He further said any Kamajor
harassing civilians will be punished and that a fighter
cannot live without civilian cooperation
-They could not have day to day communication
because of lack of communication set.

23. Bobar Brima - A civilian from Koribundo who will testify about Paragraphs 13,15,23, 2 hours In person ( Mende)

(civilian, Koribondo) the actions of the soldiers/rebels in Koribundo. 24c, 25d(counts 1-2),
-How rebels used to disguise as Kamajors and 26b(counts 3-4),
commit atrocities. 27(count5), 28(counts 6-7)
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-How soldiers compelled them to leave Koribondo
upon hearing that the Kamajors were to attack
Koribondo
- The alleged looting and burning by the Kamajors.

24. Bobar Jabbi - A civilian from Koribundo wilI testify to the actions Paragraphs 13, 15,23, 2 hours In person (Mende)

(civilian, Koribondo) of soldiers in the town, how the soldiers were looting 24c, 25d(counts 1-2),
and burning while retreating 26b(counts 3-4), 27(count
-How the Kamajors assisted in putting of the fire 5), 28(counts 6-7)
form houses set ablaze by retreating soldiers
-How the soldiers told the civilians that before they
leave Koribondo, they will destroy the whole Town
-The visit of Hinga Norman to Koribundo while
returning from Pujehun
- How the soldiers were terrorizing the civilian
population and shooting sporadicalIy.
-How many civilians died from the cross fire between
Kamajors and soldiers
-Visit of Chief Norman to Koribondo and his advice
to the Kamajors

25. George Jina Bio - A civilian from Koribundo will testify to the actions Paragraphs 13, 15,23, 3 hours In person ( Mende)

(civilian, Koribondo) of soldiers in the town, how the soldiers were looting 24c, 25d(counts 1-2),
and burning and the brief visit of Hinga Norman to 26b(counts 3-4), 27(count
Koribundo on his return from Pujehun. 5), 28(counts 6-7)
-How the soldiers and the rebels in Koribondo burnt
and looted their family property
-How his friend Mohammed was shot and killed by
the Soldiers and his body taken to Blama road,
disemboweled and used to make a check point.
-How soldiers brought in many dead bodies whom
they alIeged were Kamajors
-How witness personal house and that of his aunt was
set ablaze by the soldiers
-The visit of Hniga Norman to Koribondo

26. Bockarie Mbei - Former CDF commander wilI testify about the Paragraphs 13, 15,23, 3 hours In person (Mende)

Loko (Kamajor, physical violence perpetrated by the soldiers in 24c, 25d(counts 1-2),

Koribondo
Koribundo and the brief visit ofHinga Norman to 26b(counts 3-4), 27(counts
Koribundo. 5), 28(counts 6-7)
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-How witness wife and son were severely beaten by
the soldiers
-How the soldiers burnt down his houses in
Koribondo and when witness returned to Koribondo
he met other houses that were burnt.
-Visit of Chief Norman to Koribondo

27. Bockarie Fomba - Former CDF commander will testify about how Paragraphs 13,6,15,19, 3 hours In person (Mende)

Sannoh (former President Kabbah requested the kamajors to mobilize 20,23, 24b, 25b(counts 1-

battalion commander)
and fight the juntas 2), 26a(counts 3-4),
-How the government in exile provided them with a 27(countS), 28(counts 6-7)
Nissan four wheel drive vehicle
-How they captured of SS camp and the attack on
Kenema.
- How the rebels were terrorizing civilian population
in Kenema and SS Camp and the combined attack on
Kamajors by AFRC and SSD
-How the rebels/soldiers were looting and burning
houses in Kenema
-How angry civilians who had witnesses their loved
ones killed or maltreated by AFRC and RUF
revenged and killed some of the rebels
-How some angry civilians burnt down houses in
Kenema

28. Stephen Lahai - Former CDF Task Force Commander for Kenema Paragraphs 13, 15, 19-21, 3 hours In person (Mende)

Fassah (former Task will testify how a contingent went to Liberia to meet 24b, 25b(count 1-2),

Force commander,
Ecomog and how the President in exile sent Hinga
Norman to meet them;

Kenema) - Testimony as to the supply of logistic equipment to
CDF;
-How arms and ammunition and food was received
from Ecomog
-How soldiers arrested and executed an unknown
number of Kamajors
- testimony about the attacks on Pujehun, SS Camp
and the Bo-Kenema;
- Appointments made by the War Council and
paramount chiefs.
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-How when Kamajors entered Kenema civilians were
burning houses that were occupied by AFRC who had
looted their personal effects
-How Civilians equally killed a man by putting tire
around his neck as he was identified as a member of
the AFRC junta and similar incidents were heard in
other parts of the town.
-About the heavy fighting that took place at the police
station in Kenema between the AFRC/RUF
-How large quantity of cocoa was recovered from the
RUF/AFRC which was looted in Kenema
-What happened to one Kenei Wan who was arrested
by the Kamajors on the allegation of training rebels
-How they received orders from Chiefs and
paramount chiefs on to prosecute the war.

29. Mohamed Kaineh - Former CDF administrator based in Kenema will Paragraph 13, 14, 15, 17, 3 hours In person ( Mende)

(former deputy testify to alleged events that occurred in Kenema and 19, 24b, 25b, 25c(countsl-

Director of War, CDF
the command structure of the CDF. 2),26(3-4), 27(count 5),
- Alleged killings by the Kamajors in Kenema, 28(counts)

Eastern Region) terrorizing of the civilian population by the
soldiers/rebels
- How while at Tongo rebels attacked several times
and made away with witness property including food
stuff and how an attempt was made on his life
-How his boys seized a radio set(VHF set) from the
fleeing rebels
-How President Kabbah sent a helicopter with food,
arms, ammunition, medicine, petrol, engine oil,
gasoline and other essential items to Talia
-After the capture of Tongo several civilians were
assembled at the headquarter for their protection by
the Kamajors after many of them have been killed by
the rebels
-Appointments made by the War Council in Talia
-How the Kamajors fought together with Ecomog and
were led in their operation by Ecomog capt. Idriss
-Witness was given a weapons and a van by Ecomog
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commander col. Abu Bakarr which he used to convey
logistics from Kenema to the war front.
-Witness will testify about the alleged looting by the
Kamajors in Kenema

30. Fallah Bindi - Former CDF Administrator, Kailahun District will Paragraph 13, 14, 15, 17, 3 hours In person ( Mende)

(former Director of testify on looting by soldiers, 19, 24b, 25b, 25c(counts

Operations CDF
-how soldiers were dressed as kamajors and go to 1-2),
villages commit atrocities like looting and killings

Kailahun District.) -The killing of men who had traditional marks by
soldiers in Kenema and others seriously injured.
-The capture of SS Camp, the treatment of civilians in
Kenema by rebels/soldiers,
-how the police opened fire on the kamajors in
Kenema,
-How the Kamajors were directly placed under
Ecomog command and control
-How Kamajors received arms and ammunitions
including food from Ecomog
-How they fought the rebels in SS Camp and captured
several arms and ammunition
-How the rebels were seriously harassing and beating
civilians
-About alleged killings, lootings and burnings by the
Kamajors in Kenema
-How sporadic gun fire was coming from the police
barracks along Hangha road Kenema where there was
heavy exchange of fire between the kamajors and
men who were in police and military uniforms
-That if any police died he might have died in combat
and cited the example of a police who stayed him
who is now retired.
- How retreating rebels were burning down houses
while the Kamajors struggled to put out the fire.
-How one Pa Soko Dowoguba was beaten to death by
the rebels

I 31. Ismail Senesie I -Former CDF General Battalion commander, I Paragraphs 13, 14, 15, I 3 hours I In person (Mende) I
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Koroma (General Kenema District will testify about initiation 17, 19,23, 24b,25b,
battalion commander processes, the supply of logistics, arms and 25c(counts 1-2),
CDF, Kenema ammunition and food, the capture of Blama and
District. [has Kenema, the instructions received prior to the
testified] attack on Kenema, how the Kamajors fell under

the command of Ecomog in Kenema.
32. Denis Sam - Former Kamajor police in Dodo Chiefdom will Paragraphs 13,14, 15, 3 hours In person (Mende)
Mustapha (former testify about his participation in the attack on 17, 19,23,24a,24b,
Kamajor police, Tongo and Kenema, the prior warnings given to 25a, 25b, 25c(counts 1-
CDF, Dodo civilians in Tongo, and fighting in Tongo with the 2)
Chiefdom) police (SSD) and AFRC soldiers; that no civilians

were assembled and killed in Tongo; who
commanded them in Tongo and Kenema; how the
police fought against the Kamajors in Kenema;
the Ecomog commander over Kamajors in
Kenema, house to house searches in Kenema
together with ECOMOG and how captured rebels
and soldiers were handed over to ECOMOG; how
houses were burnt in the fighting by RPG fire;

33. Wuyatta Sheriff - Civilian from Koribundo will testify how Paragraph 23, 24c, 3 hours Inperson ( Mende)
(Koribondo) soldiers were burning houses in Koribundo as 27(count 5)

they left the town; how her mother's house was
burnt down.

34. Dauda Sheriff - Former Kamajor combatant from Koribundo Paragraph 23, 24c, 25d, 3 hours In person (Mende)
(kamajor, will testify to the attacks on Koribundo; entering 25b(counts 1-2),
Koribondo) the town for a fourth time in 1998 and finding a 27(count 5), 28(counts

lot of houses on fire by the soldiers; the capture of 28)
19 soldiers and their subsequent treatment;
killings by soldiers in Koribundo, how soldiers
were terrorizing the civilians and burning their
houses, and the meeting Hinga Norman attended
in March 1998 in Koribundo.

35. Francis Mustapha - Former CDF Director of Logistics will testify to Paragraphs 13, 14, 15, 3 hours In person ( Mende)
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Lumeh (Director of being in Monrovia in September 1997 and joining 19
Logistics CDF) Hinga Norman at Rick's Institute as well as

needing protection from ECOMOG to return to
Sierra Leone; his activities as a logistics officer
between ECOMOG and the Kamajors;
information regarding visits from Talia to
Monrovia as de facto logistics officer collecting
supplies from ECOMOG; the effectiveness of the
War Council especially with respect to appointing
people and his appointment by the War Council as
National Coordinator of Logistics; his attendance
at Llungi at a meeting called by President Kabbah
and his account of what the President told the
Kamajors assembled there (in 1998) and his
account ofthe instructions given by General Kobe
for the kamajors to prepare for the invasion of
Freetown; the formation of the National
Coordinating Committee and his appointment to
the Committee as the logistics officer; how he
received the rations given by the government for
distribution to the chiefdoms; how in 2000 the
President created a committee to form a territorial
defence force and the recommendation by that
committee that medals and certificates be given to
all deserving fighters of the CDF and how the
government approved that recommendation; How
Solomon Berewa edited and approved the
certificates; the printing of 10,000 certificates that
were paid for by the government and an
explanation as to why the certificates were not
distributed.

36. Modiboh Felee - Civilian will testify to an attack on his village by Paragraphs 23, 24c, 3 hours In person (Mende)
(Kpornima village) soldiers; the looting and burning that the soldiers 27(count 5), 28(counts
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were doing and how one woman in the village 6-7)
was killed from an RPG fired by a soldier

37. Francis Bassie - Civilian from Koribundo will testify about the Paragraphs 23, 24c, 3 hours In person (Mende)
(Koribondo) burning of houses in Koribundo by retreating 27(count 5), 28(counts

soldiers. 6-7
-How the soldiers were terrorizing the civilian
population by shooting sporadically.

38. Mohamed S. - Former Kamajor combatant will testify about the Paragraphs 8, 13, 17,23, 3 hours In person (Mende)
Koker. attack on Koribundo; how Joe Timede was the 24c, 26b(counts 3-4),
(Nyaknagohun commander; a meeting held with Hinga Norman 27(count 5)
Bagbor) in Koribundo at the court barri - what Hinga

Norman told them and that any complaints
regarding Kamajor behaviour were to be taken to
Joe Timede.

39. Edison - Civilian will testify about the killing of his Paragraphs 23, 24c, 25c 3 hours In person (Mende)
Massaquoi (Kponima pregnant wife in Kponima Village, Jaiama (counts 1-2)
Village) Bongor Chiefdom by a RPG fragment from

soldiers in 1998.
40. Lansana Bockarie - Former battalion commander will testify about a Paragraphs 24a, 3 hours In person ( Mende)
(former battalion visit to the council in Guinea attack; , and 25a(counts 1-2),
commander) terrorizing civilian population by the soldiers in 26a(counts 3-4),

Tongo and the various attempts to capture Tongo; 27(count 5), 28(counts
how ammunition and arms were received; how 6-7)
after the taking of Tongo the chiefs had their
authority restored and that there was a system in
place for punishing Kamajors.

41. Sheik Waheed - Witness was in Koribundo in 1997 Paragraphs 23, 24c, 25d, 3 hours In person ( Mende)
Kallon (Bo-Kenema - Kamajor will testify about killings and burnings 25b(counts 1-2),
High way.) by the soldiers in Koribundo. 27(count 5), 28(counts

- How the soldiers were shooting sporadically 6-7)
while retreating from Koribondo

42. Mohamed Bonie - Former CDF battalion commander will testify Paragraphs 13, 14, IS, 3 hours In person (Mende)
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Koroma (former about how he went to Bo-Waterside in response to 17, 19, 23, 24b, 25b,
battalion the call by Eddie Massalay to report there; saw 25c(counts 1-2),
commander) office which was full of supplies that the 26a,b(counts 3-4)

President had provided to fight against the AFRC; 27(count 5), 28(counts
how SS Camp was captured and how no civilians 6-7)
were killed in that fight or any houses burned by
Kamajors; his participation in the 15th 1998 attack
on Kenema what he witnessed in terms of
civilians taking acts of revenge against families of
junta members; the attack by AFRC forces on the
16th of February; the arrival of ECOMOG 3 days
later and how subsequent attacks on Kenema were
under the command of Ecomog.

43. Fomba M. Wai - Former CDF Logistics Officer will testify being Paragraphs 13,14,15, 3 hours In person (Mende)
(Logistics Officer- in Bo-Waterside after the coup in 1997 at a 17, 19,23,24b,26~
CDF) meeting to organize Kamajors, and on how 26b(counts 3-4),

President Kabbah sent a representative to them to 27(counts 5), 28(counts
convince them to fight the war, how a delegation 6-7)
ofKamajors went to visit Kabbah to receive
confirmation of his request for Kamajors to fight;
how they got supplies of arms, ammunition,
medicine and food from the President in exile
through ECOMOG; subsequent meeting at
Jendema with numerous SLPP members
confirming the President's support; as a logistics
officer for the units at Jendema how he received
and distributed supplies; how police officers
fought along side AFRC/RUF in Zimmi; events
in Kenema and how civilians took acts of revenge
against other civilians; the appointment of liaison
officers between CDF and ECOMOG; the
subsequent attacks against Kenema and how the
CDF And ECOMOG worked together to repel the
rebels.
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44. Murray Konneh - Former CDF discipline commander will testify Paragraphs 13,14,15, 3 hours In person ( Mende)
(former Discipline about the attack on SS Camp and where the arms 17, 19, 23, 24b, 25b,
commander-CDF) and ammunition for the attack come from; the role 25c(counts 1-2), 26a,

of Kannoh Brima in instructing Kamajors; 26b( counts 3-4),
testimony about SS camp and the role he played 27(count 5), 28(count 6-
as the discipline commander there. 7)

45. Alhaji Koroma - Former CDF patrol commander will testify Paragraphs 13, 14, 15, 3 hours In person (Mende)
(former patrol about being in Kenema in February 1998, arriving 17, 19,23, 24b, 25b,
commander-CDF) there on the 2nd day after the Kamajors took it 25c( counts 1-2), 26a,

over; and testify to events at SS Camp in late 26b(counts 3-4),
1997 and 1998. 27(count 5), 28(count 6-

7)
46. Ansumana - Former CDF assistant commander to testify Paragraphs 13, 14, 15, 3 hours In person (Mende)
Bockarie (former about his involvement in the take over of Kenema 17, 19,23, 24b,
assistant commander in February 1998 and what he did, heard or saw 25ab(counts 1-2) 26a,
CDF) Kamajors doing during the time he was in 26b(counts 3-4),

Kenema; after Kenema he returned to SS Camp 27(count 5), 28(counts
and will testify to the command structure between 6-7)
the Kamaiors and ECOMOG.

47. Chief Momoh - Town chief will testify about killings in Paragraphs 13, 14, 15, 3 hours In person (Mende)
Kallon (Town chief Kenema, burning of houses, capture of SS Camp. 17, 19, 23, 24b,25b,
Tilorman, SS Camp) 25c(counts -12)

27(count 5)

DWN-48 - Former CDF combatant will testify to th attack Paragraphs 13, 14, 15, 3 hours In person and in
Brima Morisa on Kenema, how captured soldiers/rebels were 17, 19, 23, 24b, Mende
(former combatant- treated, how civilians burnt down houses 27(burning)
CDF) belonging to soldiers/rebels and those they saw as

collaborators with the junta; the attack in Tongo
Field and how the police there were fighting with
the soldiers;

49. Abu Swaray (aka - Former CDF section commander will testify Paragraphs 13, 14, 15, 3 hours In person (Mende)
Sahr Kissi, former about the attack on SS Camp, Kenema, their 17, 19, 23, 24b, 25b,
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section commander interaction with Ecomog; how Ecomog 25c(counts 1-2), 26a,
COF, SS Camp, disciplined Kamajors in Kenema; about manning 26b(counts 3-4)
Tilorma) the checkpoint at SS Camp.

OWN-50 - Former Kamajor police will testify about SS Paragraphs 13,14,15, 3 hours In person (Mende)
Sheku Sheriff Camp and how all orders and instructions and 17, 19, 23, 24b,
(former kamajor supplies came through Kammoh Brima; what he 27(count 5)
police, SS Camp, say in Kenema in February 1998 the day after it
Tilorma) was taken over; how Kamajors were under the

command of Ecomog and received command
through their operations from Ecomog

51.Chief Lahai - Chief will testify about taking over SS Camp Paragraphs 13, 14, 15, 5 hours In person and in
Koroma (Former and the attack on Kenema in February 1998; 17,19,23,24b,25b, Mende
COF welfare officer conducting joint patrols with Ecomog and being 25c(counts 1-2), 26a,
and current acting under the command of Ecomog up to the signing 26b(counts 3-4),
chief of Tilorma) of the Lome agreement and they were disarmed. 27(count)

52. Bob Lahai - Former Kamajor combatant will testify about Paragraphs 13, 14, 15, 3 hours In person (Mende)
(Kamajor-COF,27 being at Bo-Waterside and receiving information 17, 19,23, 24b,27(count
Kaisamba Terrace- from Eddie Massalay that the President's wife 5), 28(counts 6-7)
Kenema) was sending people from Liberia to meet with the

Kamajors and how there was a subsequent
meeting with Norman and others (1997) How
Ecomog provided them with guns and
ammunition when they were at Bo-Waterside ;
will describe several meetings attended by
Norman and others including Hon M.L. Kallon,
and Alpha Sieka; the advance on Zimmi by the
Kamajors; receipt of food and supplies through
Eddie Massalay; and receiving orders from Eddie
Massalay on the attacks on SS Camp and Kenema
in 1998; That they did not receive orders from
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Norman to attack Kenema. How during the time
of the attack on Kenema the junta was engaged in
operation "pay yourself', how junta were working
with SSDs firing on kamajors and that junta
troops were harboured in the the police barracks;
how civilians identified junta collaborators in
Kenema and killed them and burnt houses down
and how Kamajors tried to stop them; looting
down by civilians who were 'jubilating" at the
junta having left. How Ecomog arrived two days
later in Kenema and were responsible for security
in and around Kenema; how there were
continuing counter-attacks by rebels and how
Ecomog was responsible for dealing with them.

53. Bockarie Konneh - Witness was based at Tilorma (SS Camp) after Paragraphs 13, 14, 15, 2 hours In person (Mende)
(Town speaker, SS the coup in 1997. Will testify about burning of 17, 19, 23, 24b, 26a,
Camp, Tilorma) houses by soldiers in SS Camp and how civilians 26b(counts 3-4),

were beaten and terrorized by the soldiers/rebels. 27(count 5), 28(counts
How kamajors and ecomog manned the 6-7)
checkpoint. Who was the commander at SS
Camp and how Ecomog had overall responsibility
for security.

54. Bockarie Mambu - former CDF assistant patrol commander Paragraphs 13,14, 15, 2 hours In person (Mende)
(former assistant at SS Camp, Tilorma will testify about 17, 19, 23, 24b, 27(count
patrol commander- burning of houses by soldiers in SS 5),
CDF, SS Camp, Camp.
Tilorma) - Will testify to how Kamajors behaved at

SS Camp and the capture of Kenema
55. Mualim Nasiru - Witness will testify about a meeting held at Paragraphs 13, 14, 15, 3 hours In person (Mende)
Mustapha Fofana Jendema by the vice president, Kallon and Hinga 17, 19,23, 24b,
(former assistant Norman, how the CDF got supplies, how
initiator CDF, kamajors were reprimanded, visits by the
Kenema District) President in exile to CDF bases in 2000; how
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Norman was known as the representative of the
government because of the supplies they received
through him and that he was only recognized
because he was part of the government; how
kamajors had their leaders or authorities, how the
kamajors took Kenema over, how police were
firing at kamajors, civilians and Ecomog and how
combatants were dressed in police uniforms.

56. Rev. Alfred - Key member of a CDF international partnership Paragraphs 13, 14, 15, 6 hours In person (English)
SamForay (Indiana, will testify about the liaison between the 17, Paragraphs 19, 23
Secretary General, Government in Exile and Hinga Norman, the
Sierra Leone Action influence of the government in exile in planning
11ovementforthe military operations in the name of the state, the
CDF) role of the War Council in exile in the provision

of arms to the CDF, and the regular
communication network established between the
President in exile, the international partnership
and Hinga Norman; testimony on the telephone
conversations he had with various individuals
including Hinga Norman, President Kabbah and
others from July 1997 to January 2002; the
content of regular three way phone conferences
the President had between himself and Chief
Norman; the way the CDF and the war were
managed by President Kabbah and the President's
War Council; the role played by the Nigerians in
supporting the CDF and the relationship between
Kabbah and Abacha; will discuss the
involvement of President Kabbah's senior advisor
Richard Lagawo; funding the CDF, supply of
weapons and ammunition, the groups and
individuals involved in the funding at the request
of President Kabbah; testimony to effect that CDF
received almost all of its arms and ammunition at
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the request of and/or the implied consent of the
President;
- How President was involved in the day to day
involvement ofthe operation of the CDF and the
President was involved in the management of the
war.

57. Junisa Musa - Former CDF commander in Tongo will testify Paragraphs 10,13, 14, 4 hours In person (Mende)
(Former Director of about Kamajor attack on Panguma and then 15,19, 23, 24a,
Operations CDF) Tongo and the commands given during the attack. 25a(counts 1-2),

- How civilians were warned about the attack on 27(count 5), 28(count 6-
Tongo and went to Dodo and Kenema and 7)
Panguma; how witness went to Base Zero and
briefed Chief Quee and War Council about the
situation around Tongo and how they requested
for arms and ammunition through War Council;
how chief Norman was introduced to him as the
representative of President Kabbah; how they
received ammunition from Base Zero;
- How weapons were received from Guinea
- How upon arrival in Tongo rebels used civilians
as human shields resulting in the deaths of many
Kamajors who could not shoot because of the
situation, how civilians were warned to leave after
the capture of Tongo; how captured
rebels/soldiers were treated; how in February
1998 the rebels brought Nissan truck with food
items, petrol and other explosives to set Kenema
on fire; how six police officers were arrested and
handed over to ECOMOG and captured rebels
were handed over to the Police; after the
reinstatement of President Kabbah in Kenema
Hinga Norman visited with Vice President
Demby, how Norman said that everything about
Kamajors must go through the Interior Ministry
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58. KBK Magonna - Former CDF commander will testify about Paragraphs 13, 14, 15, 2 hours In person (Mende)
attack on Kenema and alleged killings by 17, 19, 23, 24b, 25b,
kamajors. 25c,26a, 26b,27, 28

59. Kpewa KaHon - Former chiefdom chairman CDF will testify Paragraphs 13,14,15, 3 hours In person (Mende)
(former chiefdom about being part of a delegation that went from 17, 19, 23, 24b, 25b,
chairman CDF Koya Bo Waterside to Monrovia with Eddie Massallay 25c(counts 1-2)
Chiefdom) to meet General Malu, ECOMOG and meeting

Hinga Norman in Monrovia in 1997; meetings at
Bo-Waterside with Hinga Norman; the movement
of Kamajors from Zimmi to SS Camp to Kenema
in 1998; how paramount chiefs were directly
responsible for the enlistment, mobilization and
initiation ofKamajors.

DWN-60 - Journalist in Sierra Leone during the relevant Paragraphs 13, 14, 15, 3 hours In person (English)
Lansana Gberie times of the indictment will provide a factual 17, 19,23
(Journalist) analysis of the conflict and the significant role

played by the CDF in stopping the conflict and
preventing further atrocities by rebels and soldiers

61. Edward A. - Witness will testify about activities of children Paragraph 29(count 5) 2 hours In person (Mende)
Tommy (child rescued from the rebels by the CDF.
witness)
62. AJF Lahai, - a former CDF commander from Talia will testify Paragraph 8, 13, 14 2 hours In person (Mende)
Nyandehun about instructions on rules of war given before an

attack,
- how Kamaiors defended Talia from rebels

63. Joseph Kebie - Former Kamajor combatant will testify to events Paragraph 8, 13, 14 2 hours In person (Mende)
at Talia, and the instructions given by Hinga
Norman on how to treat prisoners and carry out
attacks.

64. Chief JD Murana - Former Chiefdom speaker in Talia will testify on Paragraph 13, 24e, 2 hours In person (Mende)
the peaceful co-existence between Kamajors and 25f(counts 1-2)
civilians, how the Kamajors defended Talia
against rebels incursion
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- the supply of logistics and the alleged killings in
Talia

65. P.c. Brima M. - Former commander in Talia and present day Paragraph 24e, 2 hours In person (Mende)
Jusa paramount chief in Yawbeko will testify about 25f( counts 1-2) 27(count

how the Kamajors operated at Talia and the 5)
peaceful coexistence between the kamajors and
the civilians.
- The alleged killings of civilians by the Kamajors
in Talia and the alleged burning and looting at
Talia

66. Abu Bawote - Former commander in Moyamba will testify Paragraphs 23, 24d,25 2 hours In person (Mende)
Commander about alleged orders given by Hinga Norman (counts l-2),27(count 5)

regarding civilians/collaborators
- The alleged killings that took place in Bradford
and Moyamba
- The alleged looting and burning by the
Kamajors

67. Matthew Manna - District officer in Moyamba will testify to Paragraphs 23, 24d, 26b, 2 hours In person
(district officer, alleged events in Moyamba as District Officer and 27, 28 (English)
Moyamba) how the government of President Kabbah was

already reinstated and functional during the
alleged incidents in Bradford and Moyamba.

68. Co Obai - Former commander in Moyamba will testify Paragraphs 23, 2 hours In person (Mende)
(Kamajor about town meetings held in Bumpeh and alleged 24d,25(counts 1-2)
Commander) activities in Bumpeh.

- The alleged killings in Moyamba and Bradford
by the Kamajors

69. Kini Torma - Commander in Moyamba will testify to alleged Paragraphs 23, 24d, 2 hours In person (Mende)
(Kamajor occurrences at Moyamba given in evidence by 25(counts 1-2)
Commander) TF2-l65.
70. P.C. Joseph Ali- - How the chiefs and elders mobilized resources Paragraphs 17 & 2 hours In person
Kamara Kongomoh to get shot guns from the localities and the 29(count 5) (English)
II (Paramount Chief selection of persons to be initiated as Kamajors
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of Fakunya and the rules laid down to be recruited as a
Chiefdom, Moyamba Kamajor in Moyamba District
District) - How women and children were immunized from

bullets to protect them from rebel attack while the
men were away fighting.

71. Kakpata Abdulai - Former commander in Moyamba will testify to Paragraphs 23, 24d, 25 3 hours In person (Mende)
(Kamajor alleged occurrences at Moyamba District (counts 1-2)
Commander) - The alleged killings in Bradford and Bradford

given in evidence by TF2-170.
72. Vandi Konneh - Former battalion commander in Blama will Paragraph 25b (counts 3 hours In person (Mende)
(former Kamajor testify to alleged occurrences in Blama. 1-2)
battalion
Commander)
73. Mohammed - Witness will testify to his participation in the Paragraph 25b( counts 1- 3 hours In person (Mende)
Rogers (Jaiama attack on Koribundo in February 1998, the 2)
Bongor Chiefdom) number of Kamajors he went with, and the

condition that they found the town in; how the
first task the Kamajors he was with did was to put
out the fires; about a meeting he attended with
Hinga Norman in February /March 1998 at the
court barri in Koribundo; the last time he saw
Hinga Norman in 2002 with President Kabbah
who went to Koribundo to thank the kamajors.

74. Kamoh Lahai - Witness will testify about to attending a cabinet Paragraphs 13, 17,19, 3 hours In person (Mende)
(Former Kamajor meeting in Conakry in July 1997 with President 20, 23,24b,c,e,
initiator) Kabbah and discussions with ECOMOG on how 25b,d,f(counts 1-2)

to reverse the coup; how the President and the rest
ofthe cabinet prevailed on Chief Norman to talk
to the Kamajors to fight back the soldiers/rebels
and how in the said meeting the government
accepted to provide the logistical support, arms
and ammunition and Ecomog to provide the
training; how Ecomog advised to block all the
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major highways and dig trenches to prevent
soldiers from moving for Black December, the
date for the attack being set by ECOMOG; the
capture of Kenema and Bo in 1998 under the
supervision of Ecomog as instructed by the
government; testimony to refute the alleged
meetings with Hinga Norman in Bo;

75. Hassan Feika - witness will testify to a meeting with Chief Paragraphs 13, 14, 17, 3 hours In person (Mende)
(former Operational Norman in Liberia in June 1997 and he told them 18,20,23,24abc,
Commander) to wait for the approval of the government before 25bdg(counts 1-2)

fighting; a meeting in June 1997 with ECOMOG, 27(count 5)
Eddie Massalay and Hinga Norman with
ECOMOG providing advice on how best to
organize themselves and create a war plan; how
witness was trained by Ecomog after approval by
the government and he was appointed Operational
Battalion Commander after his training by the
War Council; how he carried a letter to ECOMOG
commanders in Gondema with the message that
the Kabbah government was ready to support the
Kamajors; how arms were collected from Bo
Waterside and how he went to ECOMOG to tell
them that he was ready to take the Kamajors to
Bo-Waterside; how the Kamajors went to Zimmi
from Bo-Waterside; the command structure of the
CDF and how chiefs directed them on what to do;
tThe difficulties faced by the Kamajors during the
fighting and the lack of communication
equipment; the creation of the War Council and
how they appointed Kamajors into various ranks.
How Bandajuima Sowa Chiefdom was captured
and 15 SSD and 22 soldiers were captured in
November 1997 and handed to ECOMOG;
witness's participation in the attack on Koribundo
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; how witness deployed troops for the capture of
Koribondo and how when soldiers were
withdrawing they were setting houses ablaze;
request from Joe Temidy to assist with the capture
ofKoribundo, and the difficulties in assisting
because of no communications;

76. Joe Nunie - Witness will testify as to how he was made base Paragraphs 13, 17, 18, 4 hours In person (Mende)
(former battalion commander by Albert Nallo in 1998; how the 19,20,21,23,24c&L
commander, War Council mandated Albert Nallo to replace 25d & g(counts 1-2)
Nigelehun) Vanjawai with Joe Temidy as commander for

Jaima Bongor chiefdom while witness was made
deputy commander in Koribundo; How Nallo
brought logistics from the war council with
instructions from the war council to capture
Koribondo; and Nallo's role in allocating the
roads into Koribundo for the attack; how before
the attack Joe Temidy's uncle was killed at
Koribondo and his guts were removed and used as
check point in late 1998; how Nallo instructed
that his Kamajors move to Bo; how Bo was
captured by Kamajors under the command of
Ecomog and how captured soldiers were handed
to ECOMOG; how Daramy Rogers requested the
arms and ammunition needed to ECOMOG; how
in all of his fighting he received no instructions
from Hinga Norman; how Nallo was fired by
ChiefNorman for ordering looting in Bo.

77. Kevin Lewis - Will testify about the relationship between the Paragraphs 13, 17, 19, 2 hours In person (English)
(Journalist with civilians and the Kamajors, how the Kamajors 24e, 25f(counts 1-2
Awoko Newspaper) were placed under Ecomog and how the Kamajors unlawful killings)

got supply of arms and ammunition from
Ecomog, how Ecomog airlifted the Kamajors
from Base Zero to various locations, about alleged
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